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ABSTRACT
An asymptotic description of the acoustic signature of a crack, breaking the surface of an
otherwise homogeneous, isotropic elastic material, determined using either a line focus or a point
focus scanning acoustic microscope is constructed. The incident focused beam is constructed as
a Fourier integral that produces a specified profile in the focal plane. The wavefields scattered
from the specimen are also represented as Fourier integrals. Because the lenses of the acoustic
microscopes are characterized by a large Fresnel number and a F-number of order one, the
Fourier integrals can be asymptotically approximated to obtain explicit expressions for the
incident wavefield and the wavefield scattered from a defect-free surface. The latter wavefield
contains the leaky Rayleigh wave that is incident to the surface-breaking crack. The
surface-breaking crack is characterized by assigning it reflection and transmission coefficients.
The wavefield scattered from the crack is estimated by tracing the leaky Rayleigh waves
reflected and transmitted by the crack. Lastly, the acoustic signature is calculated by using the
approximate incident and scattered wavefields in an electromechanical reciprocity identity that
links the voltage measured at the microscope's transducer to the scattered acoustic wavefields at
the surface of the specimen. Expressions for the acoustic signatures made using the line focus
and point focus microscopes are compared. Moreover, from the expression for the acoustic
signature, the leaky Rayleigh wavereflectionand transmission coefficients can be extracted.
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But, my Nina, on the morrow,
By thefire'sunsteady blaze,
I will drown my gloom, my sorrow
And my dullness in your gaze.

from Wintry Road
Alexander S. Pushkin, 1826
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CHAPTER 1
Scanning Acoustic Microscopy

1.1 Introduction
The micromechanical properties of surfaces and near surface regions play a pivotal role in
determining the strength and other mechanical properties of parts having a high surface to bulk
ratio. For example, the micromechanical properties of ceramic surfaces such as hardness,
indentation fracture toughness and resistance to wear are largely influenced by the behavior of
smallflawsbreaking at or lurking beneath the surface. The scanning acoustic microscope has an
ability to detect such flaws even though their lengths may be only tens of micrometers
(Lawrence, etal, 1990)'.
Both a point focus and a line focus scanning acoustic microscope are available. These
devices use a focused beam to scan a surface both horizontally and vertically. The focused beam
excites leaky Rayleigh waves as well as a geometrically reflected wave so that the scans exhibit
interference patterns from which quantitative information can be inferred. The voltage output of
the microscope's transducer as a function of position, as the microscope scans horizontally and
vertically, is called the acoustic signature of the surface and its features. The purpose of this
research is to explore how the microscope can be used to acquire quantitative information about
surface-breaking cracks from the acoustic signature by asymptotically calculating the wave
interactions taking place.
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Lemons and Quate (1979) give useful reviews of acoustic microscopy and its applications.
An overview on the operation andtechniquesof acoustic microscopy is provided by Briggs
(1985). Specific information about the line focus microscope and its measurement capabilities is
given by Kushibiki and Chubachi (1985). Visualization of the ultrasonic pulses in both the
coupling fluid and the solid using an optical glass model of a line focus scanning acoustic
microscope are shown in Li and Negishi (1989).
Several approaches to modeling the acoustic signature have been used. Bertoni (1984)
uses a ray theory to model the acoustic signature of a defect-free surface. In this approach, rays
are traced through the microscope to its transducer. Liang, et al. (1985a) use an
electromechanical reciprocity relation, described by Auld (1979), to relate the acoustic
wavefields in the coupling fluid to the voltage output of the microscope's transducer. In this way
they calculate the acoustic signature for a point focus microscope of a defect-free surface from
only a knowledge of the wavefields at the surface. Achenbach, et al (1991) employ this same
general approach to calculate the acoustic signature for a line focus microscope of a defect-free
surface using the boundary element method. They calculate not only the acoustic wavefields
scattered from the surface, but also the effects of the lens and its coating upon the incident
wavefield. Ahn, etal (1991) extend the work of Achenbach, etal (1991) to calculate the
acoustic signature for a surface-breaking crack. To take account of a surface-breaking crack,
Somekh, et al (1985) and Li, et al (1991) describe a model for the acoustic signature for the line
focus microscope that entails calculating a scattering function in the spatial Fourier transform
domain. Then they propagate the spectrum of the combined geometric and leaky wave
contributions back to the transducer using a transfer function characterizing the microscope.
Because a leaky Rayleigh wave contributes significantly to the acoustic signature, the
scanning acoustic microscope is particularly sensitive to vertical discontinuities such as
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surface-breaking cracks. Indications of such discontinuities differ somewhat depending upon
whether the microscope is near or far from the discontinuity. Yamanaka and Enomoto (1982),
using a point focus microscope, observed ripples running parallel to a crack and having a
periodicity of approximately one half a Rayleigh wavelength when the microscope was not
directly over the crack. They were observing a standing wave pattern formed from the
interference of the incident and thereflectedleaky Rayleigh waves. Ilett, et al. (1984), also
using a point focus microscope, observed that vertical discontinuities whose openings were
considerably smaller than an acoustic wavelength (in water) were strongly imaged when the
microscope was over the discontinuity.
When a Rayleigh wave, guided by either a free or fluid-loaded surface, strikes a
surface-breaking crack, a complicated set of waves is scattered from it. However, away from the
crack opening, it is possible to define reflection and transmission coefficients for the Rayleigh
waves. Achenbach, et al. (1980) undertook a geometrical elastodynamic analysis of how a
Rayleigh wave which is normally incident to a crack breaking a free surface will scatter.
However, to date most studies of this problem have been done numerically or experimentally,
and moreover, they have been done for surfaces free of fluid loading. Angel and Achenbach
(1984) computed reflection and transmission coefficients for a Rayleigh wave obliquely incident
to a surface-breaking crack, and Dong and Adler (1984) measured these coefficients, getting
good agreement with the calculations of Angel and Achenbach (1984). Using these same
reflection and transmission coefficients, Rowe et al. (1986) were able to get limited agreement
between the theoretical work of Somekh, et al. (1985) and the measurements of the output of a
scanning acoustic microscope.
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1.2 An Asymptotic Model of the Microscope
Figure 1.1 shows the geometry of the acoustic microscope. The microscope consists of a
buffer rod with a transducer at one end and a lens at the other. The ultrasound radiated from the
lens is coupled to the surface of a solid half-space by a fluid, usually water. The transducer
radiates a tone burst, so that the delay introduced by the buffer rod allows the signals to be
separated provided the pulse length is sufficiently short. Therefore, the wavefields are taken to
betime-harmonic,suppressing the expH'cor) in the calculation. Also, the scattered wavefield is
considered to be that scatteredfromthe interface once, assuming that any multiply scattered
wavefields are separated in time.
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Fig. 1.1

A diagram of the overall features of a scanning acoustic
microscope and the specimen.

To relate the voltage change 5V caused by the presence of a solid surface to the acoustic
wavefields in the fluid couplant, an electromechanical reciprocity identity (Auld, 1979) is used.
It is assumed that the solid is homogeneous, isotropic and linearly elastic, and that the fluid is
ideal with the exception of section 2.4. Application of this reciprocity identity gives

=#+'-+'E

5V:

dS

(1.1)

where § is the displacement potential in the fluid and the superscripts i and s indicate the incident
and the scattered wavefields. The voltage change 8V has been normalized with a constant which
is proportional to the time-averaged incident complex power, as adopted by Liang, et al (1985a).

MS*

dS

(1.2)

The' indicates that the complex conjugate is to be taken. The surface is one that lies between
the plane of the lens' aperture and the solid surface and the normal points in the positive z
direction (Fig. 1.1). Note that the pressure p =p/co2<|>, where p ; is the fluid density and wis the
angular frequency, and the particle displacement u = V<(>.
This research is largely concerned with how to calculate the quantities in the integrand of
Eq. (1.1).
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CHAPTER 2
Line Focus Microscope

2.1 The Incident Wavefield
To construct the incident focused wavefield, the Debye approximation (Stamnes, 1986, pp.
243-281 and 377-389) is used. Figure 2.1 shows the geometry for the incident wavefield. The
incident wavefield <J>' is given by

<t>'=—V= f a £(p)exp[±/2reFJV(Isinp+F|I|cosp)]rfp
;M2%J-P.

(2.1)

where the minus sign indicates a disturbance incoming to the focal plane, and the plus sign
represents one which is outgoing. The coordinate x -xlb and z =z/f, where/is the focal length
defined in Fig. 2.1. ThetermsF and N are the F-number and the Fresel number respectively and
they are defined below, k is the wave number in the fluid. The amplitude function E(P) and the
possibly complex angle R, remain to be determined. Note that in the focal plane <j>'(;c, 0) is the
Fourier transform ofE(P).
There are two parameters that characterize a focused beam (Stamnes, 1989, pp. 398-409).
These are the Fresnel number N and the F-number F where
kb2

and
F=flb.

(2.3)
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Fig. 2.1.

The geometrical features of the incident and scattered
acoustic beams. Note that the geometrical focal point is the
origin of the coordinate system.

In this work, the F-number is chosen to be written intermsof the radius of the aperture. This is
different than the convention of using the diameter. Note that the parameter kb can be written as
kb=2nFN. The cases in which F = 0(1) and N is large are of interest. Thus kb is large.
Accordingly, the integral in Eq. (2.1) isreadilyapproximated asymptotically, giving

£(Q)[±exp(±/feR±f;)]

+=—

(2.4)

#

where R =^jx2+z\ x = \z |tan0 and 101 < rc/2.
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To determine Efli) and p\, it is demanded that <()' asymptotically matches a given tf at the
lens' aperture z = -/. Note that the aperture of the lens of an acoustic microscope does not end
abruptiy so that edge-diffracted waves are not expected to be strongly excited. Accordingly, the
following aperture distribution is proposed for | JC | < b:
,, A

4> = p e x p

exp(-ifcR0)
L V ab

.

(2.5)

^

where A is an amplitude constant, a is a parameter that measures how fully the beam fills the
aperture and n is an integer greater than or equal to unity that determines how abruptly the
distribution falls off at a. The distance R0=V*2+/2. If b is allowed to go to infinity, the
distribution goes to zero at the edges. If b isfinite,provided alb<l, the magnitude of the
distribution is small at b.
Equating the asymptotic approximations to <j>,' Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), gives

r

E(P)=Aexp

b

> ,2iT

F-tanp
L

V

(2.6)

exp

;<;)

The angle p\=tan"1 F. Figure 2.2 shows transverse profiles for the acoustic beam, radiated into
the fluid at the plane of the lens' aperture, for m = 1,2 and 4, and alb = 0.50,0.75 and 0.85,
respectively. The frequency of operation is 225 MHz. The fluid is water which has a density of
998 kg/m3 and a wavespeed of 1480 m/s. The Fresnel number equals 178 and the F-number
equals 0.753.
Note that in all cases the wavefield is not large at the edges. In section 2.3, the asymptotic
expression for 18V | is compared with a measured result for fused quartz using a microscope
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Fig. 2.2

Transverse profiles along the lens' aperture of the acoustic
beam radiated into the fluid.

operating at the same frequency and having the same Fresnel number and F-number. There it is
found that the profile with n = 2 and alb = 0.75 gives the best overall fit. Thus, this profile will
be used for numerical examples concerning the line focus microscope.

2.2 The Scattered Wavefield for a Defect-Free Surface

Figure 2.1 also shows the geometry for the scattered wavefield. Note that z =zs gives the
position of the interface between the solid and the coupling fluid relative to the geometrical focal
point Because the incident wavefield is expressed as an angular spectrum, the scattered
wavefield ^ is readily constructed giving

9

<>
t* = — A = f ' £(P)/?(p)exp [±i2nFN(x sin p+F | z - 2zs | cosP)] dp
ik2i2%J-$a

(2.7)

where the minus sign indicates a disturbance incoming to the reflected focal plane, at z =2zs, and
the plus sign one which is outgoing. Theterm#(P) is the plane-wave reflection coefficient for
the displacement potential for a fluid-solid interface and is given in Brekhovskikh (1980, pp.
41-50). It has four poles and four branch points in the complex pVplane, each of which gives rise
to a surface disturbance (Pott and Harris, 1984). While other leaky surface waves may
contribute to the acoustic signature, it is the leaky Rayleigh waves that are most strongly excited,
provided P„ is sufficiently large (Harris and Pott, 1985). The structure of JR(P) and of the
complex P-plane is discussed further in Appendix A.
The basic physical components of Eq. (2.7) are exhibited by a non-uniform asymptotic
approximation, namely

&'*'== - 2 ( 8 ) 4 ( 8 ) ! ^
ikr

±exp ±i^j

+«[±(e-Pr)]2iar>/2Jc£(Pr)exp[±iJtrcos(e-P;,)l
+ «[±(-e-P r )] 2iar>/2lcF(pr)exp[±iJkrcos(e+pp)]

(2.8)

and the coordinates r and 6 are given by
x = rsin0

(2.9)

and
| z - 2 z J = rcosG

(2.10)
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where 101 <, %\2. The Rayleigh pole is given by P, = P, +icv The a, indicates that the wave is
leaky, and does not indicate an attenuation caused by viscosity or any other loss mechanism in
the fluid or solid. Not only does it have poles at ± pp, but R (P) also has zeros at ± P* (Bertoni,
1984), where * indicates the complex conjugate. Using this fact, the residue of the reflection
coefficient can be approximated as (Somekh, et al, 1985)
dA
>L(±P p )/^(±py

s ±2ia,

(2.11)

where A. is the numerator and A+ is the denominator of rt(p) [Eqs. (Al) - (A3)]. Because ccr is
small, Pp has been approximated by P, in the amplitude terms. The function u(x) is the Heaviside
function. The first term in Eq. (2.8) is the geometrical one, while the second and third represent
the leaky Rayleigh waves. Note that to excite the Rayleigh wave strongly Pa must be greater
thanP,.
Figure 2.3 shows the transverse profile for the scattered wavefield calculated using Eq.
(2.8) at the plane of the lens' aperture z = -/, where the geometrical component has undergone
sufficient geometrical decay that the presence of the Rayleigh wave is clear. The solid is fused
quartz, whose density, longitudinal wavespeed and transverse wavespeed are 2200 kg/m3,
5960 m/s and 3760 m/s,respectively.The remaining parameters are those used in the previous
figure, and as mentioned earlier, the incident beam profile is described by n = 2 and alb = 0.75.
The strong oscillations at each side indicate the strong influence of the leaky Rayleigh wave on
the signal collected by the lens. Interestingly, the two smaller spikes nearest the axis xlb = 0 are
caused by reflection at the angle of critical refraction for the longitudinal wave. Recently, Chan
and Bertoni (1991) studied the effect of the longitudinal lateral wave upon the scattered
wavefield and the acoustic signature.
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Fig. 2.3

Transverse profile along the lens' aperture of the scattered
wavefield for fused quartz at a defocus of zA,=-10.
Incident profile parameters are n = 2 and alb=0.75.

2.3 T h e Acoustic Signature for a Defect-Free Surface
Note that both the incident and the scattered wavefields are expressed as Fourier
transforms. If these Fourier transforms are substituted directly into the Parseval's relation
equivalent of Eq. (1.1), the expression for the change in voltage can be written as

8V*=-2iCL

£2(p)/?(p)exp(±2/it&F | zs I cosp)dp
Jo
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(2

with

^=2/J o 8 F(p)£*(p)dp

(2.13)

where CL is proportional to C given in Eq. (1.2). The superscript L denotes a line focus
microscope. The plus sign is used when the focal point is above the interface and the minus sign
is chosen when it is below. The subscript o indicates that the surface is defect-free. This is
essentially the same expression as that derived by Liang, et al (1985a). In addition to being
quite simple, it contains no reference to the contour of integration S. Further, the integral is
readily approximated asymptotically, giving

5V? = - CLE2m(0)^J^fxm*

I zs |)[±expf±i^

+«K)CtF2(pr)8ro'arexp(-2iJfc | zs I cosp\).

(2.14)

This expression exhibits the basic physical mechanisms that contribute to the acoustic signature
and agrees with the expressions given by Hett, et al. (1984) and Somekh, et al (1985). Note that
when the focal point is below the interface the signals caused by the geometric and the leaky
Rayleigh wave interfere, giving an interference pattern as Zs is changed. The distance between
the maxima A | z51 is

A

<115)

'^*a^i»

where Pp has been approximated by Pr. It is relatively easy to calculate the asymptotic
contribution from the endpoint, provided pa is not close to Pr. Thattermis G(i/kb), and its
strength which is proportional to F(p\), has been ignored.
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The acoustic signature can also be calculated by using the asymptotic expressions for §'
and <(>s and evaluating Eq. (1.1) along a suitable surface 5. Taking S to be the interface is
satisfactory except for values of z, quite close to zero where the focal point lies on the interface.
Even in this case it is not a serious problem. The calculation is straightforward though lengthy.
The detailed expressions are

5Vj = - (±2CL)

/•Pa

Jo

E 2 (p)#)exp(±2W,F |zjsec P) dp

+2CL a, F(P,) -\/2%t|z,|r±exp

; <

jpr.-p„

L

cosp;

xexp{±i/*F 11, | secP(cos(Pp-p)+l)} dp

(2.16)

where the plus sign and thefirstset of integration limits are taken when the focal point is above
the interface, and the minus sign and the second set of integration limits are taken when it is
below the interface. One can repeat this calculation using the plane of the lens' aperture as the
surface S. Interestingly, both yield Eq. (2.14) when they are evaluated asymptotically. For
positive defocus zs > 0, the pole term in the geometric contribution has been ignored in Eq.
(2.16). Thistermwill be small because of the secant in the exponential in the geometric term,
for kbF | zs 1 of moderate size and for an a, which is not very small. For o%. small, the original
asymptoticresultsare not accurate near Pp so that we cannot expect Eq. (2.16) to give accurate
results in this region.
Figure 2.4 shows a plot of 18V£ | against zslK> where X* is the wavelength in water (the
choice of X* is the common scaling, though/would be more appropriate) calculated in several
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ways. The solid line is calculated using the asymptotic result Eq. (2.14), the short dashed line
using the spectral expression Eq. (2.12), and the longer dashed line using the integration over the
interface, Eq. (2.16). The solid is fused quartz. Also, the values of the various parameters are
those used previously. The curves do not agree precisely, but their agreement is nevertheless
remarkable.
1.0
Spectral
Interface
Asymptotic
0.8

—

0.6 -

>
—

0.4 -

0.2 -

Z S /A W

Fig. 2.4

The acoustic signature for fused quartz calculated in three
distinct ways.

Figure 2.5 again shows plots of 18V„ | against zslK for fused quartz. The solid curve is an
experimental one for a microscope having the same Fresnel number and F-number given earlier,
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while the dashed one is calculated from the asymptotic result, Eq. (2.14), using as the incident
beam n = 2 and alb = 0.75. Again the agreement is quite good, giving us confidence that our
asymptotic calculation has captured the essential physical features of the acoustic signature.
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Fig. 2.5

A comparison of the asymptotic expression for the acoustic
signature with an experimental acoustic signature for fused
quartz.
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2.4 Attenuation
At the frequencies of interest here, attenuation is significant It is assumed that there is
attenuation in both the fluid and the solid, and that this attenuation is caused by weak viscosity
and possibly heat conduction. Therefore, the attenuation will be proportional to the square of the
frequency. It is accounted for byreplacingthe fluid wavespeed ct, the longitudinal wavespeed cL
and the transverse wavespeed cT by c'f, c\ and c'T respectively, where
c'^c+ioxx,,

(2.17)

c'L=cL±i(oaL,

(2.18)

c' r =c L ±ioxx 7 ..

(2.19)

and

It is assumed that | coo^c,, | « 1 where n indicates f, L or T. The choice of sign requires some
care. The incident and the scattered wavefields must decay as they propagate so the plus sign is
used for a wavefield propagating toward its focal plane and the minus sign is used as it
propagates away.
The behavior of the reflection coefficient R(P) when attenuation is included is quite
interesting. Without attenuation Pp and P„, the zero, are the complex conjugates of one another
so that in the neighborhood of pr, | R{$) \ = 1. With attenuation, this symmetry is lost. The pole
Pp moves further into the complex plane, while the zero po moves toward the real axis so that
| ft(P) | can become quite small in the neighborhood of P, and its phase behavior complicated
(Mott, 1970). However, examining Eq. (2.14) indicates that we needfl(P)at 0 and p r The
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coefficient #(0) differs very little from its unattenuated value, and more interestingly at pp the
approximation given by Eq. (2.11) remains accurate. Thus, the attenuation, within the compass
of our approximations, affects the exponentialtermsto greater degree than the amplitudes in Eq.
(2.14).
In Fig. 2.6, the asymptotic expressions for 18%, | with and without attenuation are plotted
against zAw for a fused quartz half-space. Here a / =1.37xl0" 9 w,a z .=0.117xl0" 9 m and
ctr=0.465xl0"9m. The value for o^ is an estimate. Had only the attenuation in water been
considered the attenuated asymptotic result would look no different.
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Fig. 2.6

A comparison of the asymptotic expressions, one accounting
for attenuation and one not, of the acoustic signature for
fused quartz.
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There may be other important sources of attenuation such as the acoustic boundary layer at
the interface or incoherent scatter from the roughness of the surface. However, unless one wants
to measure explicitly attenuation, it is the interference pattern that is of greatest interest, so that
attenuation will not be considered further.

2.5 A Surface with a Surface-Breaking Crack
When the focused acoustic beam is scattered from a surface broken by a crack, many
scattered disturbances are excited. The specularly reflected signal is strong because reflection
causes little diminution in amplitude. The signals diffracted from the crack opening when it is
struck directly by the incident beam are unlikely to be strong because the crack openings of
interest are less than an acoustic wavelength and asymptotically the diffracted signals are
0(lW*fc) relative to the reflected one. Accordingly, these signals will be ignored. The leaky
Rayleigh waves are expected to interact strongly with the crack because they strike it broadside.
As indicated in the introduction of Chap. 1 the interaction is not a simple one. Nevertheless, an
examination of the work cited in Chap. 1 suggests that the dominant wave processes are those of
reflection and transmission. Thus, it will be assumed that the crack can be characterized by
reflection and transmission coefficients and that these are parameters of the model that can be
extracted from the acoustic signature.
2.5.1 The Scattered Wavefield
The wavefield scattered from the surface with a surface-breaking crack, considering the
approximations just described, consists of Eq. (2.8) plus thetermsthat take into account the
reflection and transmission of the leaky Rayleigh wave by the surface-breaking crack. Let the
crack be located at x = xc, where xc is taken to be positive (Fig. 2.1). Further, let the reflection
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and transmission coefficients be the complex parameters Rt and Tv respectively. For a vertical
surface-breaking crack, they are functions of dfkr, where d is the crack depth and"kris the
Rayleigh wavelength, as well as the various material properties. In fact they exhibit an
oscillatory behavior with dfkr that is a consequence of a standing wave caused by Rayleigh
waves travelling down the crack faces, scattering from the crack tip and returning to the surface
(Achenbach, etal. 1980; Angel and Achenbach, 1984), though there are other wave processes
taking place as well. Lastly, let xr=| zs I tan Pr indicate the position on the surface where the
incident Rayleigh waves are asymptotically excited.
First, considering that the geometrical focal point lies below the interface so that the
incident wavefield is incoming, the scattered leaky Rayleigh waves are
k%=2i ccr F(pr) >/2Jt exp(-i7: | z -2zJ cos pp)
x[u(xr-xc){u(x-xc)Rrexp[-ik(2xc-x)sm$p]
+u (xc -x) (Tr-1) expHJU sin p\)}
+u(xc -x)Rr exp[#(2%, -x) sin pp]
+u(x -xc) (Tr- l)exp(/fct sin Pp)].

(2.20)

Next, considering that the geometrical focal point lies above the interface so that the incident
wavefield is outgoing, the scattered leaky Rayleigh waves are
* 2 C=2ia r £(P r ) >/Eexp(i* | z -2z, | cosp,)
x u (xc -xr) {u (xc -x)Rr exp[ffc(2xc -JC) sin pp]
+ M(x-jrc)(rr-l)exp(iJbcsinPp)}.
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(2.21)

Note that the Heaviside step functions u(x) serve to partition the various regions of the surface in
both Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21), and that the (-1)termsare needed to remove the incident Rayleigh
waves from regions where they are no longer present To obtain the net scattered wavefield, one
must combine Eq. (2.20) with Eq. (2.8) having the minus sign and for Eq. (2.21) one must add
the one having the plus sign.
Figure 2.7 shows a transverse profile for the total scattered wavefield in the plane of the
lens' aperture z = - / , where the geometrical component has undergone sufficient decay that the
presence of the several scattered Rayleigh waves is clear. The solid is fused quartz. The same
values for the parameters which have been used in the previous figures are used here. The crack
is located at xjb = 0.02, and the values of R[ and Tr are 0.4 em and 0, respectively. These values
describe a deep crack with no mechanical contact between the faces and they have been taken
from Achenbach, et al (1980). Comparison of Fig. 2.7 with Fig. 2.3 shows that the presence of
the crack has considerable influence on the scattered wavefield.
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Fig. 2.7

Transverse profile of the scattered wavefield along the lens'
aperture at a defocus of zsfK, =-10 for fused quartz with a
surface-breaking crack at xjb = 0.02. The incident profile
parameters are n = 2 and alb = 0.75.
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2.5.2 The Perturbation to the Acoustic Signature
As Eqs. (2.14) and (2.16) suggest, the acoustic signature can be written as
8V=8V0+8Vcr

(2.22)

where 8%, is the contribution from the geometrically reflected wavefield plus that from the leaky
Rayleigh wavefield when no crack is present, and 8Vcr is the contribution caused by the presence
of the crack. Usually, only 18V | can be measured because it is difficult to make accurate phase
measurements at high frequencies. However, work by Liang, et al (1985b) and Reinholdtsen
and Khuri-Yakub (1991) suggests that this problem can be overcome, and that the magnitude and
the phase of bV can be measured. If we assume that 5V0 is measured in a region of the surface
unaffected by Rayleigh waves scattered by the crack, then a measurement of 8V* allows
18V;r |=18V-8V01 to be measured. Using the approximate wavefields, Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21),
in combination with an asymptotic approximation to the incident wavefield Eq. (2.1), 8Vcr is
calculated using Eq. (1.1).
The surface S needs to be selected. Both the plane of the lens' aperture and the interface
could be used. However, the interface is simpler to work with as done with the defect-free
surface acoustic signature calculations. Accordingly, the portion of the total acoustic signature
produced by the presence of the surface-breaking crack SV^ is given by the following integral
evaluated along the interface for the geometrical focal point located below the surface.
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8vi;= - Cl a r F(P r ) ^2ltk\z~\ expH^F | z J cos P,) exp - i ^
r

^F(P)^secP 1+

cosp^
cosP,

exp(-#F|z,|secp)

x[u(xr-xc){u(x-xc)Rrexp[-ikb(2xc-x)sm^p]
+ M (^-^)(r r -l)expH^sinp p )}
+u (xc -x) Rr exp[ikb (2xc -x) sin Pp]
+u (x -xc) (T- l)exp(;Bxsin Pp) ] dp

(2.23)

Similarly, 8V^, for the geometrical focal point located above the surface, is given by the
following integral evaluated along the interface.
8vt=C l a r £(p r )V2^|zJexp(itoF|zJcosp,)exph^j
-Pa

(

cosB

>

J-p„ F(PWsecp I 1 +cosp— g) e x p # F | l \ s e c p )
s

x u {xc -xr) {«(xc -x)Rr exp[ifc&(2jcc -x) sin pp]
+ u(x -xc) (T-l)exp{ikbxsm pp)} dp

(2.24)

hi these expressions, x = | z j tan P and xc, xt were defined earlier. Note that the singularity in the
incident wavefield has disappeared, but the fact that the focal point has crossed the interface is
indicated by the nil phase shift Also, in contrast to similiar expressions given by Somekh, et al
(1985) and Li, et al (1991), these are given as integrals in physical space instead of wavenumber
space.
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The exponential terms in the expressions for 8Vcr, Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24), have been scaled
in order that we may asymptotically approximate them. The earlier work with the defect-free
surface suggests that such approximations are accurate. Doing so gives, for the focal point
below the interface,
8V^=47iiC i a,£ 2 (p r )expH2* | z, I cosp\)
x {Rr [exp(/2tac sin P p )+u (xr -xc) exp(-i2kxc sin pp)]
+2u(x-xc)(Tr-l)}

(2.25)

while for the focal point above the interface
8V£=4niCL txrE2(Pr)exp(i2* | zs | cos$p)Rru(xc-xr)exv(i2kxcsin$p).

(2.26)

In Figures 2.8 through 2.11 which concern the crack perturbed acoustic signature,
numerical evaluation of Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) is compared to their asymptotic approximations
given in Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26). The material is fused quartz in all cases. Figures 2.8 and 2.10
illustrate that part of the acoustic signature caused the presence of the surface-breaking crack
18Vcr | as xclb is varied. Figures 2.9 and 2.11 show the dependence of the difference in the
magnitudes of the total crack perturbed output voltage and that of a defect-free surface
(18V | -18V01) on the position of the surface-breaking crack xclb. In Figs. 2.8 and 2.9, the
microscope is at a defocus o f z A , = 5 , while in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 the defocus is zs/K =-10.
The crack reflection and transmission coefficients for a leaky Rayleigh wave used in these
figures are Rr=0.4 e' ° 6 and Tr=0 which are identical to those used in Fig. 2.7. Recall that these
coefficients approximate those for a deep crack whose faces are not in mechanical contact
Despite their simplicity, the choice of these coefficients gives a good overall picture of how
18Vcr | depends on each. The crack reflection coefficient Rr primarily affects the oscillation of
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the signal as seen in the firsttermof Eq. (2.25) while the crack transmission coefficient Tr affects
the magnitude of the signal for xc <xT as observed in the secondtermof Eq. (2.25). This is
illustrated in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11. For xc >xr, the signal 18V;r | is dependent on only the crack
reflection coefficient as noted in Eq. (2.26) and Figs. 2.8 and 2.9. Theseresultsreproduce the
dependence of the crack perturbed acoustic signature on the crack reflection and transmission
coefficients as experimentally observed and explained by Rowe, et al (1986).
The asymptotic approximations, Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26), of the crack perturbed acoustic
signature 18V*£ | compare favorably with the numerical integration of Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) as
observed in Figs. 2.8 and 2.10. The agreement is quite good for xc <xr except in Fig 2.8 where
the asymptotic expression has a larger instantaneous jump because of the non-uniform solution.
For Fig. 2.10, the oscillation in the decaying signal for xc >xr was not predicted asymptotically.
It is shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.11 that these effects do not cause a signicant difference between the
numerical integration and the asymptotic approximation of the difference in the magnitudes of
the total crack perturbed output voltage with that of a defect-free surface (| SV |—| bV01).
The strongripplesfor xc <xr'm Fig. 2.10 indicate why the surface features stand out so
vividly in acoustic images. This agrees with the observations of Ilett, et al. (1984). Also, the
ripples for xc > xr in both Figs. 2.9 and 2.11 are spaced approximately \I2 apart in agreement
with the observations made by Yamanaka and Enomoto (1982).
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The magnitude of that part of the acoustic signature caused
by the presence of a surface-breaking crack located at xc at a
defocus of zsfK=5 for fused quartz. The incident profile
parameters are n = 2 and alb = 0.75.
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Fig. 2.9

The difference 18V | -18V01 caused by the presence of a
surface-breaking crack located at xc at a defocus of zsfK=5
for fused quartz. The incident profile parameters are n = 2
and alb =0.75.
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0.

The magnitude of that part of the acoustic signature caused
by the presence of a surface-breaking crack located at xc at a
defocus of zsIK=-10 for fused quartz. The incident profile
parameters are n = 2 and alb = 0.75.
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The difference 18V | -18V01 caused by the presence of a
surface-breaking crack located at xc at a defocus of
zslK =-10 for fused quartz. The incident profile parameters
are % =2 and a/6 =0.75.
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2.6 A Quarter-Space
In the analytical developement of an approximate expression for the reflection coefficient
of a surface-breaking crack, the reflection coefficient for a backscattered Rayleigh wave from a
quarter-space is required (Achenbach, et al, 1980). The strength of this backscattered surface
wave and its corresponding reflection coefficient Rqs can be extracted from the acoustic signature
8Vgs obtained by scanning horizontally at some defocus past the edge of the quarter-space. This
calculation relies on the ability to measure the magnitude and phase accurately. With the
magnitude and phase of the quarter-space's acoustic signature known, thetermcontaining the
backscattered reflection coefficient can be determined by vector subtraction.

2.6.1 The Scattered Wavefield
The wavefield scattered from the edge of a quarter-space is quite complex (Knopoff,
1969). This includes a backscattered leaky Rayleigh wave, a leaky Rayleigh wave which travels
down the edge of the quarter-space plus diffracted body waves from the vertex of the
quarter-space. There also is a diffracted wave in the fluid which is ignored since it is believed to
be weak. All these signals are separated in time and some may not propagate towards the lens.
Thus, only the wavefield of concern, the backscattered leaky Rayleigh wave, is collected by the
aperture to interfere with the geometrically scattered wavefield from the interface. Hence, the
scattered wavefield can be accurately approximated by just the geometrical and backscattered
Rayleigh contributions.
First considering that the geometrical focal point lies below the interface so that the
incident wavefield is incoming, the total leaky Rayleigh wavefield is given in the following
expression.
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*2<t>;=2iarE(pr)A/2lcexpH/; |z-2z, I cosPp)
x { u (xe -xr) u (xr -x) exp(-ita sin Pp)
+ u (xe+xr) [u(xr+x)-u(x -xe) ] expO'foc sin pp)
+u(xe+xr)u(xe-x)Rqs^p[ik(2xe-x)sm^p]}.

(2.27)

Second, considering that the geometrical focal point lies above the interface so that the incident
wavefield is outgoing, the leaky Rayleigh wavefield is
* 2 <|);=2ia r F(p r )V2Jtexp(^|z-2z,|cosp p )
x [«(xe -xr) { u{xe -x)Rqs exp[%(2x, -x) sin pp]
+ [u{x-xr)-u(x-xe)]

expO'toc sin pp)}

+u (xe +xr) u (-x -xr) expHfcc sin pp) ] .

(2.28)

Note that the edge of the quarter-space is given as x =xe, which can be negative or positive, with
the coordinate system placed at the incident wavefield's focal point. The Heaviside step
functions u(x) serve to partition the various regions of the surface. To obtain the total wavefield
the geometric contribution is superimposed on Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28). Note that there is no
reflected wave for positive x.

2.6.2 The Quarter-Space Acoustic Signature
Following the procedure outlined in earlier sections of this chapter, the quarter-space
acoustic signature or output voltage §Vqs for the geometrical focal point below the surface is
given by the following integrals evaluated along the interface.
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F2(p)/?(P)expH2JtfeF|?JsecP)dP

SV^CJ

-CLarE($r)^2nk\zs\exp[-ij
r
cosB ^
x f °F(P,)VsecP 1 + — £ expHfc&F|zJsecP)
cospy
J-&.

x { u (xe -xr) u (x -xe) exp(-ikbx sin pp)
+u(xe+xr)[u{xr+x)-u(x-xe)]exp(ikbxsm$p)
+M(x,-xr)M(^-x)/??iexp[ito(27e-^)sinPp]} dp

Note that P, > ^

(2.29)

otherwise the output voltage is zero. Similiarly, 8v£ for the geometrical focal

point above the surface is given by the following integrals evaluated along the interface.

K=- C

l

£2(P)/?(p)exp(i2ikfeF | F*| sec P) dp

+CLarF(Pr)V27tfc|zJexpfi?

4y

(

cosp;

x f a£(pr)VsecP 1+exp(itoF|zs|secp)
^ cosp
x [ u (xe -xr) {[ u (x -xr) - u (x -xe) ] exp{ikbx sin Pp)
+ u(xe-x)Rqsexp[ikb(2x'e-x')sin$p\}
+ u(xe+xr) u (-x -xr) ex\)(-ikbx sin pp) ] dp

(2.30)

In these expressions, x=| zs I tan P and xr=| zs | tan pr which denotes where the leaky Rayleigh
wave is excited. Also, the corner position can be written as
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P,=tan-'

'

^

(2.31)

[\Zs\j

with respect to the incident wavefield's focal point.
The exponential terms in the expressions for 8v£, Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30), have been scaled
in order that they may be asymptotically approximated. The geometric contribution has an
endpoint, which describes the corner of the quarter-space, that can be equal to the saddlepoint;
therefore, two forms of approximation are possible: non-uniform and uniform with respect to the
saddlepoint approaching the endpoint of the integrals given in Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30). While it
could be argued that using a non-uniform approximation to the scattered wavefield that excludes
the effects of the vertex diffracted wavefield in an integral expression and then evaluating that
integral uniformly is not consistent, it is believed that the uniform calculation of $Vqs gives
considerable physical insight into the structure of the acoustic signature. Doing so uniformly
gives, for the focal point below the interface,

8V^«|g>fi[/s.exp^)^u[]exp(-,-2l|z,|-,|
+

4Jk|:

xJ2R(Pe)£2(Pe)j^i|->/2/?(0)£2(0)J
+ 27KC l a r £ 2 (P r )expH2* |zJcosp p )
x { u(xe -xr)+u(xe+xr) [ 1 -u(x-xe)+Rqs exv(i2kxe sin pp) ]}
while for the focal point above the interface,
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(2.32)

U+'|

51%=

x|2^(PJF2(PJ^^-^(O)£2(O)|
+ 2mCL arF2(pr)exp(-/2Jk | zs I cospp)
x u(xe -xr)RqsQx?{i2kxe sin P p ).

(2.33)

The parameter se is defined as se =±\l-secpV The plus sign is used for -R, >0 and the
negative on when -p, < 0. The function Q in Eqs. (2.32) and (2.33) is the complementary error
function with a complex argument This can be written intermsof Fresnel integrals with real
arguments (Felson and Marcuvitz, 1973) as shown below

Q\ wexp ± i -

= ->/Jc-exp ± i -

C(w)-exp ±i- \S(w)

(2.34)

where the Fresnel integrals C and S are defined as

C(w)= r cos t

dt

(2.35)

S(w)=\ &mt2dt,
Jo

(2.36)

Jo

and
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These two uniform asymptotic expansions for 8V£ can be compared to non-uniform asymptotic
approximations of the geometric contribution. For the focal point below the interface, one
non-uniformly obtains
8 v £ = / ? ( 0 ) F 2 ( 0 ) - ^ ^ e x p r-i2k\zs\-ij\u(Ve)

+2raC t arF2(pr)expH2* | zs | cosPp)
x { u(xe-xr)+u(xe+xr) [ 1 -u{xr-xe)+Rqsexv(i2kxe sin pp)]}

(2.37)

and similiarly, for the focal point above the interface
8 V j = - 7 ? ( 0 ) F 2 ( 0 ) - ^ ^ e x p ^ |zj+i|j«(pe)

+2niCL arE%)exp(-i2k | zs I cosPp)
x u (xe -xr)Rqs exp{i2kxe sin p p ).

(2.38)

The non-uniform and uniform asymptotic approximations for the quarter-space acoustic
signature 8v£ for fused quartz are shown in Fig. 2.12 for a defocus of zsfk„ = -10 and in Fig.
2.13 for a defocus ofzA,=5. In comparing the two asymptotic results, good agreement occurs
when the edge position xe is a certain distance from the origin on the interface, which is given as

VMJ-

M»V\\Z.\+T\-M

•

(2-39)
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For the ability to extract the reflection coefficient of the backscattered leaky Rayleigh wave, the
non-uniform result can be used accurately as long as the constraint given in Eq. (2.39) is
satisfied.
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The magnitude of the acoustic signature caused by the
presence of a quarter-space located at xe at a defocus of
zs/K=-10 for fused quartz.
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CHAPTER3
Point Focus Microscope

3.1 Introduction
hi this chapter the study of the acoustic signature of a surface containing a
surface-breaking crack (Rebinsky and Harris, 1991) is continued in this instance using a point
focus scanning acoustic microscope. An estimate of the voltage or the acoustic signature
measured using a point focus lens is obtained, and then this result is compared to that for a line
focus lens. The point focus scanning acoustic microscope produces an incident axisymmetric
focused beam which excites a geometricallyreflectedbeam and a leaky Rayleigh wave. For a
point focus microscope, the leaky Rayleigh wave can focus to a point on the interface. The
interaction of these two signals, geometric and Rayleigh, produces an interference pattern in the
output voltage. The purpose of this chapter is to explore how the point focus microscope can be
used to acquire quantitative information about surface-breaking cracks from the acoustic
signature. Moreover, a comparison with the line focus device will be made to understand thendifferent measurement capabilities.
Because a leaky Rayleigh wave contributes significantly to the acoustic signature, the
scanning acoustic microscope is particularly sensitive to vertical discontinuities such as
surface-breaking cracks. In Chap. 1, some literature was reviewed describing much of the
research done to measure the acoustic signature of a surface-breaking crack as well as that done
to study the scattering of Rayleigh waves from such a crack. It is of interest to note that previous
researchers (Rowe, et al. 1986; Briggs et al, 1990) have compared two dimensional calculations
of the acoustic signature for a surface-breaking crack with measurements made using a point
focus scanning acoustic microscope. Although there is qualitative agreement, there are
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discrepancies when three dimensional experimental results are studied with two dimensional
theory. From our asymptotic expressions of the crack perturbed acoustic signature, it is possible
to explain these occurences.

3.2 The Incident Wavefield
To construct the incident axisymmetric focused wavefield, the Debye approximation
(Stamnes, 1986, pp. 243-281 and 455-481) is used. The geometry is shown in Fig. 2.1. The
incident wavefield <t>' is given by

JfcV=~

G(P)sinp °2)(27tFiVpsinp)exp(±j2itF2JV|z|cosp)dp.

(3.1)

The functions H^, H^ indicate the zero order Hankel functions of the first and the second kind.
The minus sign and Hf] indicate a disturbance incoming to the focal plane, and the plus sign and
HJP denote one which is outgoing. The coordinate p=plb, b is the half-width of the lens'
aperture (Fig. 2.1), and k is the wave number in the fluid. The focal length/is defined in Fig. 2.1
and z=z//. The amplitude function G(P) and the (possibly complex) angle p\ remain to be
determined. In the focal plane,tf(x,Q)is the Hankel transform of G(p).
Recall from the previous chapter that the two parameters characterizing the focused beam
are the Fresnel number N and the F-number F given by Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). Recall that the cases
when F=0(1) and N is large are of interest Thus, kb = 2jtFJV is large. Accordingly, the
integral in Eq. (3.1) is readily approximated asymptotically, giving
,G(Q)exp(±ifcR)
^ = ± 1 - ^ ^ " kR
,^

(3.2)
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where/?=Vp 2 +z 2 andp=|z|tan0. Also,0^0<JC/2.

To determine G(P) and P„, it is demanded that <t>' asymptotically match a given § at z = - / ,
the lens' aperture. It is assumed that edge-diffracted waves are not strongly excited.
Accordingly, the following aperture distribution is proposed for | p | < b:
., B

<t> = p e x p

Ub-9-)l exp(-%)
kR

(3.3)

n

where B is an amplitude constant, a is a parameter that measures how fully the beamfillsthe
aperture and n is an integer greater than or equal to unity that determines how abruptly the
distribution falls off at a. The distance R0 = Vp2+/2. If b is allowed to go to infinity then the
distribution goes to zero at the edges, while if b isfinite,provided alb < 1, the magnitude is
small at b. Moreover, provided n is not too large, the magnitude of ())' does not fall off abruptly
atp=a.
Equating Eq. (3.2) to Eq. (3.3) gives
( b

G(p)=Bexp
L

F-tanp
V a

^1

(3.4)

exp

As with the line focus microscope, the angle pfl = tan F defines the aperture opening. Figure
3.1 shows transverse profiles for the incident axisymmetric acoustic beam radiated into the fluid
at the plane of the lens' aperture, for n = 1,2 and 4, and alb = 0.50,0.75 and 0.85, respectively.
The frequency of operation is 225 MHz. The fluid is water with a density of 998 kg/m3 and a
wavespeed of 1480 m/s. The Fresnel number equals 178 and the F-number equals 0.753. These
are the same microscope parameters used in Chap.2 for the line focus lens. Note that in all cases
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the magnitude of the incident wavefield is not large at the edge of the lens' aperture.
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Transverse profiles along the lens' aperture of the
axisymmetric acoustic beam radiated into the fluid.
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1

3.3 The Scattered Wavefield for a Defect-Free Surface

Figure 2.1 also shows the geometry for the scattered wavefield. Note that z=zs gives the
position of the interface between the solid and the coupling fluid relative to the geometrical focal
point. Because the incident wavefield is expressed as an angular spectrum, the scattered
wavefield tf is readily constructed giving
i r*°
HP
*Y=-±
G(p)/?(p)sinp ^#psinp)exp(±%6F | z" - 2z"J cosp)dp.

(3.5)

The minus sign and H^ indicate a disturbance incoming to the reflected focal plane, at z =zs,
and the plus sign and HJP indicate one which is outgoing. Theterm#(p) is the plane-wave
reflection coefficient for the displacement potential for a fluid-solid interface. As discussed in
section 2.2, it is the leaky Rayleigh waves in this problem that are most strongly excited,
provided P„ is sufficiently large. The structure of fl(p) and of the complex P plane is discussed
further in Appendix A.
The basic physical components of Eq. (3.5) are exhibited by a non-uniform asymptotic
approximation. When the focal point lies below the surface of the specimen, the wavefield is

+ 2jt otr sin pr G (p.) exp(-iJtr cos 9 cos Pp)
x[^ 1) (JtrsinesinP p )+M(p r -0)Hf(Jtrsinesinp p )].
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(3.6)

Note that the leaky Rayleigh contribution is proportional to the zero order Bessel function J0(w)
when 6 < Pr. In contrast,recallthat the diffracted wavefield from a circular aperture is described
by Ji(w)/w. When the focal point lies above the surface of the specimen, the wavefield is

*V=iG(9)R(e)S2*£>
+2ra r sin pr G (p\) exp(-%r cos 6 cos pp)
x%(0-pr)*('>(&rsin6sinpp).

(3.7)

The coordinates r and 6 are given by
p = rsin9

(3.8)

where p 2 =jt 2 +y 2 and

| z - 2 z j = r cosG.

(3.9)

In this axisymmetric problem, the domains of 0 and r are 0 £ 9 £rc/2and r > 0 respectively. The
Rayleigh pole is given by P p =P,+i%. The a r indicates that the wave is leaky, and does not
indicate an attenuation caused by viscosity or other loss mechanism in the fluid or solid. The
residue of the reflection coefficient can be approximated by ± 2i ov at P=± Pp as stated by Eq.
(2.12) in section 2.2. Because ov is small, Pp has been approximated by Pr in the amplitude
terms. The function u(x) is the Heaviside function. The first terms in Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) are the
geometrical ones, while the secondtermsrepresent the leaky Rayleigh waves. Note that in order
to excite the Rayleigh wave strongly, p0 must be greater than pr.
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Figure 3.2 shows the transverse profile for the axisymmetric scattered wavefield,
calculated using Eq. (3.7), at the plane of the lens' aperture where the geometrical component
has undergone sufficient geometrical decay so that the presence of the Rayleigh wave is clear.

0.002

«?" 0.001 -

0.000

Fig. 3.2

Transverse profile along the lens' aperture of the
axisymmetric scattered wavefield for fused quartz at a
defocus of zslK = -10. The incident profile parameters are
n = l and alb =0.50.

The solid is fused quartz, whose density, longitudinal wavespeed and transverse
wavespeed are 2200 kg/m3,5960 m/s and 3760 m/s,respectively.The remaining parameters are
those used in the previousfigureand the incident beam profile is described by a Gaussian beam
where n = 1 and alb = 0.5. This beam profile will be used throughout the rest of this chapter
although it is different than the parameters used in the previous chapter on the line focus
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microscope. This choice of parmaters maximizes the amplitude of oscillation of the acoustic
signatures to be shown later in this chapter. Large oscillations on the scattered beam profile are
observed in Fig. 3.2 when compared to the incident beam profile shown in Fig. 3.1 which
indicate the strong influence of the leaky Rayleigh wave on the signal collected by the lens.
3.4 The Acoustic Signature for a Defect-Free Surface
The acoustic signature is calculated by using the asymptotic expressions for <}>' and <(>s, and
evaluating Eq. (1.1) along a suitable surface S. Taking S to be the interface is satisfactory except
for values of z, quite close to zero. The defect-free acoustic signature is
8V;= -2iCp

Jo

G2(P)a(p)sinpexpH2W,F|z", I seep)dp

+2itk \zs\Cp ar sin pr G(pr) expHfcfrF | z", I cos pp)
r

x

cosB ^
G(p)tanp 1 + — £ expHWIIJsecP)
I cosp;

Jo

x{H«\kbF |I S | tanpsmP,)+%(&-p)#(2>(W,F \JS | tanPsinpp)}dP

(3.10)

when the focal point is below the interface and
W0 = -2iC p

rp«
Jo

G2(p)K(p)sinPexp(+i2IW,F \\ \ seep) dp

- 2jcJfc | zs\ Cp a, sin pr G(pr) exp(+iBF | l~s | cos Pp)
f$a

x

\

(

C0Sft

\

G(p)tanp 1 +—£ exp(+iW | z j sec p)
\ cosp J

xHT(#F \z51 tanPsinPJdp
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(3.11)

when the focal point is above the interface. The subscript o indicates that the surface is
unbroken. The superscript P denotes a point focus microscope. Note that the new normalizing
constant Cp is proportional to the old one C given in Eq. (1.2).

-^=2i Jo aG(P)G*(p)sinPdP

(3.12)

Further, these integrals describing the acoustic signature using a point focus lens are readily
approximated asymptotically, giving

8<=-CfC'(0)«(0)eXP("f|a
k \zs I
- «(-z,) Cp G2(pr) 8m a r sin Pr exp(-2i* | zs | cos Pp).

(3.13)

For positive defocus zs > 0, the poletermin Eq. (3.11) has been ignored. Thesetermswill be
small, because of the secant in the exponential in the geometricterm,for kbF | zs I of moderate
size and an ov which is not very small. For ov small, the original asymptotic results are not
accurate near Pp. Thus Eq. (3.11) cannot be expected to give accurate results in this region.
It is relatively easy to calculate the asymptotic contributionfromthe endpoint, provided pa
is not close to pr. That term is 0(l/kb), which is identical in order to the geometricaltermof the
point focus lens, and its strength is proportional to G(pfl) which is chosen to be small so that it
can be ignored.
One can repeat this calculation using the plane of the lens' aperture as the surface S.
Interestingly, both it and Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) yield Eq. (3.13) when they are evaluated
asymptotically subject to the previous discussion of Eq. (3.11).
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Recall that both the incident and the scattered wavefields are expressed as Hankel
transforms. If these expressions are substituted directly into Eq. (1.1) where advantage has been
taken of Parseval's relation, the expression for the change in voltage can be expressed as

p

bV =2iC

p

rp»
Jo

G2(P)a(p)sinpexp(±2i66F | z", | cos P)dP.

(3.14)

The plus sign is used when the focal point is above, and the minus sign is used when it is below
the interface. In addition to being quite simple, Eq. (3.14) contains no reference to the contour of
integration S. Of considerable interest is the fact that this spectralresultfor the acoustic
signature also yields Eq.(3.13) when asymptotically evaluated.
Figure 3.3 shows a plot of 18V01 against zA,, where K, is the wavelength in water,
calculated in several ways. The solid line is calculated using the asymptotic result Eq. (3.13), the
short dashed line using the spectral expression Eq. (3.14), and the longer dashed line using the
integration over the interface, Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11). The solid is fused quartz. The values of
the various microscope parameters are those used previously. The curves do not agree precisely,
but their agreement is neverthelessremarkable.The oscillations in the numerical results for
positive defocus are a consequence of our earlier remark concerning Eq. (3.11). All the
expressions exhibit the basic physical mechanisms that contribute to the acoustic signature. Note
that when the focal point is below the interface the signals caused by the geometric and the leaky
Rayleigh wave interfere, giving an interference pattern as z,, is changed. The distance between
the peaks A | zs I is described by Eq. (2.14).
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Fig. 3.3

The acoustic signature for fused quartz calculated in three
distinct ways.
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hi Fig. 3.4, the dependence of the asymptotic acoustic signature on the profile of the
incident acoustic beam is shown for the following set of parameters: n = 1,2 and 4, and alb 0.50,0.75 and 0.85, respectively. The shape of the curves remains the same although the
amplitude of the oscillations for negative defocus is diminished as the incident beam profile
becomes more uniform.

1.0
n = 1 , a/b=0.50
n=2, a/b=0.75
n=4, a/b=0.85
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Fig. 3.4

The dependence of the acoustic signature for fused quartz on
the incident beam profile.
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Because both point focus and line focus lenses are available, it is useful to compare the
acoustic signatures measured using each lens. Comparison of the spectral results is more
convenient Recall from Chap. 2 that the voltage change measured using a line focus lens, 8Vo is
given in Eq. (2.12) as
/•Pa

8V*=-2/CM

F2(p)K(p)exp(±2iifc6F|zJcosP)dp.

(3.15)

Jo

The asymptotic approximation of Eq. (3.15) is Eq. (2.14)

51? = - CLE2(0)R(0)-\^P^xp(±2ik

| z, |)[±expf±^l

+M(-z,)Ct£2(Pr)8mo;rexp(-2i* | z, I cospp)

(3.16)

which is repeated here for convenience.
First note that Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) have the same general form except that the integrand
of Eq. (3.14) contains sinp. Thus the geometricaltermin (3.13) for the point focus lens has an
0(l/& | zs |) dependence, while that in Eq. (3.16) for the line focus lens has an 0 ( l / # | z 7 j )
dependence. But what is remarkable result is that the leaky Rayleigh wave contribution in both
cases is of the same order of magnitude. The leaky Rayleightermfor the point focus lens is only
decreased in magnitude by sin p r =clc r . Figure 3.5 compares the spectral output voltages for
fused quartz calculated by numerical integration of | SVP | given by Eq. (3.14), the solid line,
with 18Vf | given by Eq. (3.15), the dashed line. The Fresnel number, F-number and incident
profile parameters are identical for both calculations.
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Fig. 3.5

A comparison of the acoustic signatures using line focus and
point focus lenses for fused quartz. The incident profile
parameters are n = 1 and alb = 0.50.

The interference patterns have the same basic form with any differences being caused by
the order of theirrespectivegeometrical contributions. Somekh, et al. (1985) and, more recently,
Briggs, et al. (1990) have compared their three dimensional experimental data with a two
dimensional theory. They obtained good agreement when the defocus of the two dimensional
theory was slightiy shifted. This shift between the results for the two lenses, point focus and line
focus, can also be observed in Fig. 3.5.
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3.5 A Surface with a Surface-Breaking Crack
When the focused acoustic beam is scatteredfroma surface broken by a crack many
scattered disturbances are excited as discussed in section 2.5 concerning the line focus
microscope. From that discussion, the leaky Rayleigh waves are expected to interact very
strongly with the crack because they strike it broadside. An examination of the work cited in
Chap. 1 suggests that the dominant wave processes of concern are those of reflection and
transmission. Thus, it is assumed that the crack can be characterized by reflection and
transmission coefficients which are functions of the angle of incidence of the leaky Rayleigh
wave striking the surface-breaking crack.
3.5.1 The Scattered Wavefield
The wavefield scattered from the broken surface, making the approximations just
described, consists of Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) plus thetermsthat take into account the reflection and
transmission of the obliquely incident leaky Rayleigh waves by the surface-breaking crack. Let
the crack be located at x=xc, where xc is taken to be positive (Fig. 2.1). Further, let the
reflection and transmission coefficients be the complex parameters Rr(y) and Tr(y) respectively,
where y indicates the angle of incidence of the Rayleigh wave with respect to the normal to the
crack face. For a vertical surface-breaking crack, they are functions of d fkn where d is the crack
depth and \ is the Rayleigh wavelength, as well as the various material properties as stated in
section 2.5.1. Lastly, let the radius xr=\ zs I tan pr indicate the position on the surface where the
incident Rayleigh waves are excited.
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First consider that the geometrical focal point lies below the interface so that the incident
wavefield is incoming. The scattered leaky Rayleigh waves are given by the following
expression.
/: 2 C r =2a r sinP f G(p r )exp(-^|z-2z J |cosP p )
x{u{x c -x)J /?r(Y)expO*sinPp [(2xc-x)cosy+y siny]} dy
~2

+ u{x-xc)J

[rr(y)-l]exp[i* sin pp(* cosy+ysiny)]dy
(

x

+u{xr-xc)u(x-xc)u

y

\

(•2

x

/?r(y)exp{-ifcsmpj(2xc-*)cosy+ysiny]}dy
(

+u{xr-xc)u{x-xc)u

x

M

\

x J [Tr(y)-1]exp[-f* sin Pp(*cosy+ y siny)] dy}

(3.17)

In the third term for x > 2xc and in the fourth term for x < 0, the outgoing wave is obtained by
performing the change of variable y = -y. The crack scattered wavefield for this case is traced
as rays on the interface in Fig. 3.6.
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Fig. 3.6

A ray tracing of the crack scattered wavefield on the
interface when the geometrical focal point lies below the
interface. 1 shows a typical set of rays coming from those
portions of the Rayleigh excitation circle to the left of the
crack. 2 shows a typical set of rays coming from therightof
the crack. The shaded regions are those reached by the rays
coming from therightportion of the Rayleigh excitation
circle.
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Secondly, consider that the geometrical focal point lies above the interface so that the
incident wavefield is outgoing. The scattered leaky Rayleigh waves for xr < xc (Fig. 3.7) are
Jt 2 C=2a r sinP r G(p r )exp(^ |z-2z* | cosPp)w(xc-xr)
*

x{u(x c -x)J

Rr(i)exp{iksinpp[(2xc-x)cosy+y siny]} dy
~2

+u(x-xc) r [7/r(y)-1] exp[i* sinPp(z cosy+y siny)] dy}

(3.18)

and
fcYr=2arsinprG(pr)exp(ifc|z-2zJcosp.)M(xr-j:e)

x{*(,,_*J|.^|_|2_l
x J /?r(y)exp{/* sin pp[(2xc -z)cosy+y siny]} dy

I

v
ix2-X2

x
X

c )

x J [rr(y)~ 1] exp[ijfe sin pp(x cosy+y siny)] dy}

(3.19)

for jcr>*c (Fig. 3.8). These crack scattered leaky Rayleigh wavefields are constructed as follows.
The Hankel functions in Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) are written using the Sommerfeld integral
representations. These representations express the Hankel functions as an angular spectrum of
plane waves containing both propagating and evanescent components. The evanescent portion is
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dropped. That is,

H0

0)

1 C1
-»- exp(iwcosy)dy

(3.20)

KJ *

and
1 n
H(2)-*-\ exp(-/wcosy)dy
7tJ *

(3.21)

where -> should be read as "is replaced by". Note that the leadingtermsof the asymptotic
expansions of both therightand left handsides of Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) are equal. Assuming
that Rr(y) and r,(y) characterize the crack, thereflectedand transmitted leaky Rayleigh
wavefields are readily constructed. Finally, ray tracing is used to partition the surface as
indicated in Figs. (3.6) through (3.8) and as denoted by the various Heaviside step functions u(x)
in Eqs. (3.17)-(3.19). The (-1)termsare needed to remove the incident Rayleigh waves from
regions where they are no longer present To obtain the net scattered wavefield, the result in Eq.
(3.6) is added to Eq. (3.17) and the result in Eq.(3.7) is added to Eqs. (3.18)-(3.19). Several
approximations were carried out to derive the expressions for $,. many of which are to be
justified on physical grounds. Nevertheless, there is confidence that the essential propagation
processes have been captured.
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y*

Fig. 3.7

Fig. 3.8

A ray tracing of the crack scattered wavefield on the
interface when the geometrical focal point lies above the
interface and xr < xc. A typical set of rays is shown.

A ray tracing of the crack scattered wavefield on the
interface when the geometrical focal point lies above the
interface and xr>xc. A typical set of rays is shown. The
shaded regions indicate those accessible to the reflected and
transmitted rays.
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Figure 3.9 shows a transverse profile for the total scattered wavefield in the plane of the
lens' aperture z = - / where the geometrical component has undergone sufficient decay so that the
presence of the several scattered Rayleigh waves is clear. The solid is fused quartz. The same
values for the parameters as have been used in the previousfiguresare used here. The crack is
located at xclb = 0.02. The scattered wavefield is no longer axisymmetric due to the placement
of the crack into the surface. For ease of illustration, the scattered wavefield has been plotted
along the jc-axis. Instead of numerically integrating Eq. (3.17), the expression was
asymptotically approximated in a non-uniform manner. This will produce two singularities in
Fig. 3.9 placed at the focal points of the leaky Rayleigh wavefield namely at x=0,2xc on the
interface. These will be shifted along the a-axis by the amount | f-zs

I tan p\. in the lens' aperture.

The crack reflection and transmission coefficients for a leaky Rayleigh wave, Rr(y)=0Aei06 and
?Xy)=0, have been assumed to be that for a deep crack with no fluid loading. They have also
been chosen to have no angle dependence as a first approximation of the problem. These values
have been taken from Achenbach, et al (1980) and they were also used in Chap. 2. Comparison
of Fig. 3.9 with Fig. 3.2 shows that the presence of the crack has considerable influence on the
scattered wavefield.
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Fig. 3.9

Transverse profile of the scattered wavefield along the lens'
aperture at a defocus of z,/X* =-10 for fused quartz with a
surface-breaking crack at xjb = 0.02. The incident profile
parameters are n = 1 and alb = 0.50.
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3.5.2 The Perturbation in the Acoustic Signature
As Eqs. (3.10), (3.11) and (3.13) suggest, the net acoustic signature for a specimen
containing a surface-breaking crack can be written as
8V = 8V0+8Ver

(3.22)

where 8%, is the contribution from the geometrically reflected wavefield plus that from the leaky
Rayleigh wavefield when no crack is present, and 8Ver is the contribution caused by the presence
of the crack. Usually only 18V | can be measured because it is difficult to make accurate phase
measurements at high frequencies. However, work by Liang, et al. (1985b) and Reinholdtsen
and Khuri-Yakub (1991) suggests that this problem can be overcome, and that the magnitude and
the phase of 8V can be measured. If we assume that 8V0 is measured in a region of the surface
unaffected by Rayleigh waves scattered by the crack, then a measurement of 8V allows
18Vcr | = | 8V-8V01 to be measured. Using the approximate wavefields, Eqs. (3.17)-(3.19), in
combination with an asymptotic approximation to the incident wavefield Eq. (3.1), 8Vcr is
calculated using Eq. (1.1).
The surface S needs to be selected. Both the plane of the lens' aperture and the interface
could be used. However, the interface is simpler to work with. Accordingly, bVp for the
geometrical focal point below the surface is given by the following integral evaluated over the
interface.
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8V^ = ic p fc|zJa r sinp r G(P r )expH^F|?JcosP p )

x{£Jo'J^-x)H(P)i?r(Y)exp[«*fi;(P,^T()ld'yrfprf0
-

+ £ J [ '£«(%-&)H(p)[Tr(y)-1]exp[fBg;(p,<|),y)]dydpd(|)

J

J u{x-xc)u 12 — 1 - 1 — ^

xH(p)^(y)exp[iBG;(P,4>,y)]dydpd<|)
/•R /"Pa /»2

+ M(jfr-Xc) J J

J U{XC-X)U

,1,_,^===,

I*

^xl)

xif(P)[Tr(y)-l]exp[itoe;(P,(|),y)]dydpd(|)}

(3.23)

The functions H{% 6*(P,<t>>Y) where 7 indicates R, T which are the reflected and transmitted
signals respectively, are given as
cosp/
tf(p)=G(p)tanp 1+
cosP>

(3.24)

G*(M»Y)=±*cSinppcosY-F \Zs | [secp±sinpptanpcos((()+y)]

(3.25)

Q$M,y)=F | zs | [-secP±sinpptanPcos(<j>-Y)].

(3.26)

and
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Also, a=I z, | tanPcos<(>, y=\zs\ tanPsin()> and xr = \zs |tanp,. Similiarly, 8V*£, for the
geometrical focal point above the surface, is given by the following integral evaluated along the
interface for xr<xc.

8VC= -ic p fc|zJa r sinP r G(P r )exp(ifc&F|IJcosP p )«(x c -^)

X{

£ 1 7!

M(jCc_;c)H(P) (Y)expHtofi (P <1) y)1 Prf<,)

^

* ' '' ^

+£Jo7^^-^)H(P)[rr(Y)-l]expHtoe;(P,<l),y)]dYdpd<|>}

(3.27)

And, for xr > xc, one obtains

P

K= -~C k\

z, |a r sinP r G(P r )exp(itoF | zs I cos$p)u(x,-xc)
K /*P« /•!

J1 J
+

7

.«*-*>•'
/

JJo

J ."*-*>"

-H24l'

^'-,A'

xH(p)[rr(Y)-l]exp[-i»fif(P,^Y)]d'yriPrf«}.
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(3.28)

In these expressions, the distances xc and xt were defined earlier. Also, in contrast to similiar
expressions given by Somekh, et al. (1985) and Li, et al (1991), these are given as integrals in
physical space instead of wavenumber space. By working in physical space the partitioning of
the surface can be done in arelativelysimple manner.
The exponential terms in the expressions for 8v£, Eqs. (3.23), (3.27) and (3.28), have been
scaled in order that we may asymptotically approximate them to obtain an estimate of the form
of bVpr The earlier work in Chap. 2 suggests that such approximations can be accurate. Doing
so gives, for the focal point below the interface,
8V* = -Am Cp ccrsinPrG2(pr)expH2* | z, | cosPp)
exp i2kxc sin pp -.%i 'j +w (xr -xc) exp| -i2kxc sin p p.%
+i -A

x{j /
\,KXC s i n p r

|_

V

+J2u(x,-xc)exp\iZ\Tu-UM)}

(3.29)

and for xc=0, which is a special case,
5V^=-8TCI CP a r sinp r G

2

(p r ) (Ru+Tu- l)exp(-i2t | zs | cosPp).

(3.30)

For the focal point above the interface, one obtains
8l£ = -4m Cp arsinPrG2(pr)exp(i2ife | zs | cospp)

W)

,

^ f...

_,_„

.^

x .
.
u(x -xr)exp i2Jfcx c sinP-i>fa* c sinp r v c c ^-"*\~
' -"
4y
In the above expressions, RM is the mean crack reflection coefficient,
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(3.31)

R*=l ru®e-®mW

(332)

ft Jo

TM is the mean crack transmission coefficient

TM=l(2u®c-®W)d$

(3.33)

ft Jo

and UM is the mean Heaviside function

^4f"(*'~*^+

=

ft*'

(334)

where 9C=cos-1(xc/*r) for xc <xr When xc >xn the Heaviside function in Eq. (3.29) is zero and
there is no contribution from the Tu - UM term.
These results can be compared to those for the line focus lens which was discussed in
Chap. 2. First for the focal point below the interface, Eq. (2.25),
8V^=4ftiC i a,F2(Pr)expH2fc | z, I cospp)
x {Rr(0) [exp(i2Jfcxc sin Pp)+u{xr-xc)exp(-i2kxc sin pp)]

(335)

+ 2u(x-xc)[TM-m

and secondly, for the focal point above the interface, Eq. (2.26),
8V£=4TWC 1 <xr£

2

(pr)exp(i2* | zs I cosp p )/? r (0)w(x c -x r )exp(i2^ c sinP p ).
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(336)

In Figs. 3.10 through 3.13, the acoustic signature for a specimen containing a
surface-breaking crack calculated using a crack with a point focus lens is compared to that
determined using a line focus lens. The material is fused quartz in all cases. Although they
exhibit the same interference pattern, their magnitudes differ. Figures 3.10 and 3.12 illustrate
18VC#. | as xclb is varied. Figures 3.11 and 3.13 show the dependence of the difference in the
magnitudes of the total crack perturbed output voltage with that of a defect-free surface
(| 8V | - | 8V01) on the position of the surface-breaking crack xclb. In Figs. 3.10 and 3.11, the
microscope is at a defocus ofzA,=5, while in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 the defocus is zjk* =-10.
As used and discussed in section 2.5.2, the crack reflection and transmission coefficients
for a leaky Rayleigh wave are Rr(y)=0.4e,06 and rr(y)=0. These coefficients approximate those
for a deep crack whose faces are not in mechanical contact Further, it was assumed that they
have no dependence on the angle of incidence. Despite their simplicity, the choice of these
coefficients gives a good overall picture of how 18Vcr | depends on each. The crack reflection
coefficient primarily effects the oscillation of the signal as seen in the first term of Eq.( 3.29)
while the crack transmission coefficient effects the magnitude of the signal for xc < xr as
observed in the secondtermof Eq. (3.29). This is illustrated in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13. For xc >xr,
the signal 18Vcr | is dependent on only the crack reflection coefficient as noted by Eq. (3.31) and
3.10 and 3.11. Therefore, the asymptotic results given by Eqs. (3.29), (3.31), (3.35) and (3.36)
reproduce the dependence of the crack perturbed acoustic signature on the crack reflection and
transmission coefficients as experimentally observed by Rowe, et al (1986).
Theripplesforxc >xr in both Figs. 3.11 and 3.13 are spaced approximately X/2 apart
indicating that a standing wave pattern has been established. This agrees with the long range
behavior observed by Yamanaka and Enomoto (1982). It is also observed that the crack
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perturbed acoustic signature using a point focus lens | §yp |, Eq. (3.31), is identical in form to the
result using a line focus lens 18V£ |, Eq. (3.36), except for a decrease in the signal strength as
observed in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 for a defocus of | zs \ IK=5 when xc > xr.
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Fig. 3.10

The magnitude of that part of the acoustic signature caused
by the presence of a surface-breaking crack located at xc at a
defocus of zJK=5 for fused quartz. The incident profile
parameters are n = 1 and alb = 0.50.
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Fig. 3.11

The difference 18V | -18V01 caused by the presence of a
surface-breaking crack located at xc at a defocus of zsfK=5
for fused quartz. The incident profile parameters are n = 1
and alb =0.50.
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The strongripplesfor xc <xr in Fig. 3.12 indicate why surface features stand out so vividly
in acoustic images. This agrees with the short range behavior observed by Dett, et al (1984). In
thisfigure,the crack perturbed acoustic signature using a point focus lens 18v£ |, Eq. (3.29),
agrees in basic form to the result using a line focus lens 18VJ; |, Eq. (3.35), except for a decay in
signal strength as the crack is moved further off axis when using a point focus lens.
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Fig. 3.12

The magnitude of that part of the acoustic signature caused
by the presence of a surface-breaking crack located at xc at a
defocus of zs/K = -10 for fused quartz. The incident profile
parameters are n = 1 and alb = 0.50.
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In Fig. 3.13, the point focus and line focus results for (| 8V | - | 8V*01) are dissimiliar in
magnitude when xc <xr. This could be due to a shift in the interference pattern of the acoustic
signature for a defect-free surface when comparing point focus to line focus microscopes
(Fig. 3.5).
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Fig. 3.13

The difference 18V | -18V01 caused by the presence of a
surface-breaking crack located &txc at a defocus of
zslK, =-10 for fused quartz. The incident profile parameters
are/i = l and a/fc =0.50.
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In Fig. 3.14, the line focus result is calculated at a defocus of zslK =-9.5. The decrease in
defocus of 0.5 corresponds to the shift observed in Fig. 3.5. The curves now agree in basic form
but differ in magnitude of the oscillation. This diminished signal strength also occured for the
positive defocus case shown in Fig. 3.11. It should be noted that shifting to a defocus of
zA,=-9.5 does not greatly alter! 8V£ | shown in Fig. 3.12. In the region xc <xr, the oscillations
for both the point focus and line focus lenses are in phase.
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Fig. 3.14

The difference 18V | - | 8V01 caused by the presence of a
surface-breaking crack located at xc in fused quartz at a
defocus of zA* = -10 for the point focus lens compared to
zJK =-9.5 for the line focus lens.
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This shift between comparisons of the theoretical crack perturbed acoustic signature from a
line focus microscope to that of an experimentally obtained onefroma point focus microscope
has been previously attributed to thermal drift, the measurement of z, and the frequency and
beam profile used (Briggs, 1990). From this work, it could also be caused by differences in
geometry of the two microscopes. Namely, the order of the geometrical contribution of the line
focus lens in comparison to that of a point focus lens.
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CHAPTER 4
Conclusions
A model has been constructed of the line focus and the point focus acoustic microscopes
using asymptotic methods that reproduce the basic features of the acoustic signature and many of
the mathematical expressions derived by others. This method of approach allows one to
determine the acoustic signature of a surface-breaking crack in a relatively simple manner and it
can be extended to take account of other surface structures. Moreover, explicit expressions were
obtained for the various wavefields and acoustic signatures.
The differences in the acoustic signatures determined using a line focus or point focus lens
were shown not to be large qualitatively for a defect-free surface and for one containing a
surface-breaking crack. However, there were quantitative differences in their relative
magnitudes and interference patterns.
An estimate of the crack reflection and transmission coefficients can be determined using
either a line focus or point focus lens when an experimental crack perturbed acoustic signature
8Vcr has been measured. While these calculations depend upon an ability to measure the
magnitude and the phase of both 8V and 8V0, the prospect of such a measurement is of great
interest Note that 8Vcr is the vector difference of 8V, the total acoustic signature with a
surface-breaking crack, and 8V*0 which is the acoustic signature for the surface far from the
effects of the surface-breaking crack.
For example, from Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27), for xc >xr using a line focus microscope, an
estimate of the reflection coefficient Rt(Q) can be calculated, giving
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whereas thereflectioncoefficient for a surface-breaking crack using a point focus microscope,
Eqs. (3.29) and (3.31), can be written as
D,™

ST/>u

/nkx*

(

.ftlfexpH2t(&sinp p ±|z,|cosp p )]]

J

-4ftCOrG2(&)

(4.2)

where the plus sign indicates that the focal point lies above the interface and the minus sign
indicates that it lies below. Once 7?r(0) has been measured, a second output voltage is obtained
using xc <xr to determine either Tr(0)fromEq. (2.26) or 7/M from Eq. (3.29) depending whether
or not a line focus or point focus lens is being used with the scanning acoustic microscope to
make the measurements.
Because Rt(Q) is a function primarily of d(Kr and the material properties, the crack depth d
could be extracted from a measurement of#,(0). Alternatively, a basis for characterizing
surface-breaking cracks could be established using a measurement of Rr
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APPENDIX A
The Complex p-Plane

The reflection coefficient 7?(P), when attenuation is not accounted for, is given by

K(P)=

A_(P)

(Al)

&(P)

where

&(P)=

cospj 4sin 2 p fll (p)a r (p)+

vcr,

-2sin 2 p

±P^(P)

(A2)
<CT)

and

fl;(P)=

\ u ) *sin2p'

^WP))^ovp.

(A3)

The subscript I is replaced with L or T for aL or % respectively. The terms cL and cT are the
longitudinal and transverse wavespeeds for the solid respectively; c is the wavespeed for the
fluid. The parameter p=p/p* where pf is thefluiddensity and p, is that for the solid. The
definition of the radicals is determined by demanding that the reflected waves propagate or
evanesce awayfromthe interface.
Figure A.1 shows how the complex P-plane is cut to achieve this requirement Also shown
is the integration contour for Eqs. (2.8) and (3.5).
Note that in quadrants 2 and 4, /m(cosP)>0and/m(a7)>0, while in quadrants 1 and 3,
/m(cosP) < 0 and /m(a7) > 0. Therefore to approximate asymptotically the integral given in Eqs.
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Fig. A. 1

A sketch of the complex P-plane showing the critical points
the contours of integration.

(2.8) and (3.5) for a disturbance outgoing from the reflected focal plane, the steepest descent path
must traverse portions of quadrants 2 and 4. However, for a disturbance incoming to the
reflected focal plane the steepest descent path sketched in Fig. A.1 is appropriate. The solid line
indicates those portions on the Riemann sheet defined by Eq. (A3), while the dashed line
indicates the path on the lower sheet Note that we place the saddle point p, on the Riemann
sheet defined by Eq. (A3). Further, note that the leaky Rayleigh wave poles are surrounded
when the wave is incoming to the reflected focal plane. This is the general scheme is used for all
the asymptotic evaluations.
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